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The intention of our research is to study the process of speech development 
in Czech children from their first utterances to the complete series of contrasts 
which make up their eventual adult speech. 

The present article is based on the speech of children from the Brno area in an 
attempt to find out the degree of completeness of their phonemic system in relation 
to a general target system. Kecordings were made of 35 children between two and 
three in one of the Brno's day nurseries and further recordings of either these or 
of other children in their homes. To fulfill its claim of illustrating the complete 
development of the Czech-speaking child's phonemic system more recorded material 
would have been needed where, together with the age of the child, also his motor 
ability, intelligence and socio-economic background would have been taken into 
consideration. As the age proved to be irrelevant—some of the children start 
speaking earlier and master their language more rapidly than others—this study 
will be concerned foremost with the features and trends of development of the 
sounds and their relative order rather than the exact timing of the first appearance 
of these features in a child. 

The material was recorded partly by direct transcription, partly on types. Connect
ed speech was used almost exclusively and children under observation were mostly 
left talking in free-play activities. Another procedure was that the nurse—or the 
mother if at home—and the child discussed together one of the child's favourite 
topics, e.g. toys, animals, picture books, Christmas presents etc. The third kind 
of recorded material comes from the children's naming of objects as presented in 
pictures and slides and from their recitation of nursery rhymes. This method, along
side testwords, was a useful source of information on the degree of completeness 
of the children's phonemic system, its phonetic accuracy, as well aa common sound 
substitutes and omissions. It also proved useful as a check on, and means of compar
ison with the formal interview material. 

From the data recorded it was hoped to make assessment of: 
1. the trend of development of the Czech phonemes and their distribution in 

child speech: ~. , 
2. the comparison of the child's phonemic system with that of adults: 
3. the typical features of speech in children between two and three. 
What follows will consist of the treatment of each phoneme, vocalic and consonant

al, its stability in the phonemic system, its phonetic allophones as well as its common 
sound substitutes. 
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a) Vowels 

The vowels recorded in our data are arranged in the following table 

Front Central Back 

high W 
[i, Y, »., »:, t::, y:] 

/•/•• 
[w, M., tt:( «::] 

mid [e, OBp e, e, f:, e::, 0:] [o, 9, o, ?, », o., q:, o., o::] 

low M 
[a, a., a:, a::] 

A comparison of the vowel system in the observed children with that of Standard 
Czech points out these differences; in distinction to Standard Czech we find a large 
number of phonetic allophones used in free variation in the child's speech; there 
are open and close vowels while all Standard Czech vowels are neutral. Labialization 
appears with the front vowels as well, while—in phonemic norm—only back vowels 
are rounded. As for the quantity, four grades of length are to be noticed in children 
at this stage of speech development; short, semi-long, long, extra-long, in distinction 
to binary contrast short/long in the Standard language. Reduced vowels were recorded 
in children though they have no equivalents in Standard Czech. 

Phonetically, the child's vocalic system, compared to Standard Czech, is far 
more rich. Functionally, on the other hand, it is reduced, as none of the qualitative 
or quantitative allophones mentioned above is used contrastively. 

Following is the analysis of vocalic phonemes, as they were presented by the 
children under observation. 

The Vowel \a\ 

It is frequently noted in studies on linguistic development that the vowel \a\ is 
one of the earliest sounds mastered by a child whatever language he is learning. 
This observation is also consistent with our investigation. The phonetic accomplish
ment of the vowel phoneme /a/ was mastered well by all observed children and, as 
far as quality was concerned reached the character of a central low vowel, typical 
of Standard Czech, in most of the cases. As for the quantity, however, four allophones 
were noticed, namely short [o], semi-long [a.], long [a:] and extra-long [a::]. A l l 
of them were used promiscuously, the contrast of short versus long being completely 
ignored. Apart from these, there are no allophones which would indicate the phonetic 
non-mastery of this phoneme. Its stability in the child's system is further illustrated 
by the fact that not only is this vocalic phoneme itself never replaced but, quite 
to the contrary, it often acts as substitution for other vowels, mostly forthe diphthong 
[<*«]. 

Besides the stability, the striking distribution is another typical characteristic 
of the phoneme jaj. In explaining this We are confronted with the question of whether 
vocabulary selection accounts for this or whether the vocabulary is selected in order 
to use this vowel phoneme so frequently. When analysing the fundamental stock of 
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words in children of this age, we see that most of the expressions are—to use 
R. Jakobson's terminology1—the nursery forms. They are adapted to the child's 
phonemic system as well as to his creative ability. The most typical of them are the 
so called "parental terms" twama, papa, baba, tola, formed by means of an iteration 
of one and the same syllable whose bearer is the phoneme /a/. The early establishment 
of this vowel phoneme as well as its frequent occurrence in our findings, might 
be confirmation of Jakobson's theory on the development of the phonemic system 
in children where the first dichotomy learned is that of consonant versus vowel, 
the consonant being a s$op and the vowel being the low central jaj. 

The Vowel jej 

In contrast to jaj, the phonetic accomplishment of jej is far from being stable 
in children between 2 and 3. As shown in the table above, this front unrounded vowel 
phoneme appeared in the following allophones: neutral short [e], rounded short [as], 
open and close short [e], open and olose long [e:] and rounded long [0:]. The existence 
as well as the mutual overlapping of these allophones, most of them untypical of 
Standard Czech, clearly indicates the instability of the phonetic accomplishment 
of this phoneme, underlined further by the fact that it « often replaced by other 
vocalic phonemes—mostly jij—in children with a less mature stage of speech 
development. The most frequent of the mentioned allophones are the open ones, 
both short and long. In the same way as they occur in the emphatic speech of adults, 
are they often explained as resulting from emphasis in children as welL In our opinion, 
however, the presentation of all existing allophones of jej in children should be as
cribed to inconsistency in the tongue/hard palate approximations and the degree 
and kind of lip-rounding, though emphatis—as one of the typical feature of child 
speech—may play a certain role, too. 

Side by side with the variable quality of jej goes the instability of its quantity. 
At least four variants were presented without utilizing the feature of short versus 
semi-long, long or extra-long contrastively. 

Though unstable, tile phoneme jej acts as a substitute for the, as yet, missing 
syllabic [r]. Besides jej, however, the phoneme juj and -in ohildren of a more mature 
stage of speech development-syllabic [/] performs this substitutive function as well. 

In distinction to jaj, the vowel phoneme jej is far less widespread. Its infrequent 
occurrence is no doubt due to the fact that jej does not occur in the nursery forms and 
its functional load in the interjections2—another frequent category in the child's 
vocabulary of the investigated developmental stage-—is minimal. 

The Vowel jij 

This front high unrounded vowel might be considered as mastered by most of the 
children in this developmental stage. In view of the fact that its phonetic implement
ation—due to the high position and the tension of the tongue—is generally classified 
as a difficult one, it is rather surprising to find the comparatively early stabilization 
of this vocalic phoneme. Guided by the general conception of the language learning 
process, presented by Jakobson and experienced by other scholars working in this 

> Cf. R. Jakobson, Why "Mama" and "Papa"? Seleoted Writings I, The Hague 1962, P . 538ff. 
2 Cf. J . Vaohek'a statistical countings in interjections and emotinal words; See J . Vachek, 

Fonolbgie lexilca [On the Phonology of the Czech Lerioon] p. 400 ff. 
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field,3 however, we may assume that in mastering the vocalic phonemes the most 
important factor is the relation of the phoneme in question to the fundamental voca
lic phoneme /a/, rather than its easy or difficult phonetic realization. The child learns 
to distinguish the low vowels from the high ones, i.e., the maximum contrasts first, then 
come the mid vowels and, eventually, the more refined subdivisions. 

As with all vocalic phonemes also with \i\ the quantity remains an imperfectly 
learned feature. Short, semi-long, long and extra-long allophones are used in free 
variations, not utilizing the contrast short/long functionally. 

Labialization, however, should be mentioned here as an additional feature with some 
of the observed children. In view of the fact that it appeared alongside extra-length, 
mostly in interjections and emotional words, we may suppose that strong emphasis is 
responsible for the rise of labialized allophones, untypical of Standard Czech, but 
appearing in the emphatic speech of adults. 

As already noted, the phoneme jij acts as a substitute for another vocalic phoneme, 
namely jej. 

Besides /a/, \i\ is another vocalic phoneme which has a wide distribution in child 
speech. The explanation again lies in the fact that it is fairly frequent both in the 
nursery forms and interjections. 

The Vowel jo} 
As with the front mid unrounded vowel phoneme /e/, so too the phonetic implement

ation of the back mid rounded phoneme \o] is not yet mastered in all distinctive 
and redundant features. Fluctuation of neutral, open, close, extralabialized allophones, 
short and long is common to most children. As these allophones are not restricted 
to interjections and emotional words but freely fluctuate in all word-categories, 
emphasis seems to be only secondary while the primary feature is the imperfectly 
learned tongue—and Up—position. The reduced allophone [9] appeared in the onoma-
topoetio expression "kokokodak"—a commonly used interjection for a hen cackling. 
The rapid pronunciation, the syllabic length of the word, the stress on the last syl
lable and the child's effort to produce in the best way the sounds that resemble those 
associated with the object to be named, might be a plausible explanation for the rise 
of the reduced allophone, unknown to Standard Czech. 

Also, the quantity of the vocalic phoneme \o\ is very unstable. The short allophone 
fluctuates with the long and the long allophones—especially in the final position—are 
emphatically lengthened. 

Though unstable in its proper places, the phoneme jo:I acts as a substitute for the 
diphthong [ou] which was thus monophthongized in most of the children at this 
stage of speech development. 

The distribution of joj is considerably more limited than that of /a/ and \i\. The 
structure of the fundamental stock of words, i.e., the predilection for the nursery 
forms and interjections—where \o\ is rarely distributed—is the explanation here. 

The Vowel /«/ 
This high back rounded vocalic phoneme is implemented correctly with no out

standing deviations as compared to Standard Czech. To account for the early stabili-

3 Cf. R. Jakobsoa, Child Language, AjAatia and Phonological Universal*. The Hague 1968, 
p. 47 ff. See also W. F. Leopold, Patterning in Children Language, Language Learning 6, 
1-14, 1963-64. 
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zation of this high back rounded vocalic phoneme we cannot but repeat what has been 
said about the early acquisition of its front counterpart /t/. The most important factor 
in acquiring the vowel phonemes is their relation to the fundamental phoneme jaj. 
As the relation /o/—/»/, so too the relation jaj—juj represents the maximum contrast 
low versus high, which is, as a rule, mastered early by the children. 

The quantity remains unstable with juj as was the case with all other vocalic pho
nemes. Alongside the short juj the semi-long, long and extra-long variants occur, 
none of them, however, having the phonemic valne. 

The phoneme juj is not replaced in its proper position. On the contrary, it often 
substitutes—in fluctuation with jej and jlj the syllabic variant of the phoneme jtj. 

The fact of its being one of the leading vocalic phonemes in interjections in Czech 
accounts for the high frequency of juj in child speech. 

b) Consonants 
The analysis of our material reveals consonantal phonemes and allophones in the 

children's consonantal system as presented in the table, below. 
The characteristics of consonantal phonemes will be given m similar manner to the 

vowel phonemes. To introduce the chapter on consonants, a brief outline is included 
to compare those of Standard Czech consonantal phonemes which appear in children 
with those which are still missing. 

Labials Alveolars Velo-glottals 

bi
labiate 

labio
dentals 

prae-
alveolars 

. post-
alveolars 

Palatals 
velars laryngeals 

Stops p M t 
d un 

d [i'J 
k 
9 

Nasals m n M 

Afirioates c 
hi 

6 
m 

Fricatives M 
[w] 

/ 
V 

s 
z 

i 
i 

X h 

Laterals I 

Vibrants [-B] 1x1 

Stops: As the table indicates, there are voiceless and voiced stop phonemes at the 
bilabial, alveolar, palatal and velar points of articulation, i.e., jpj—lbj, jtj—jdj, 
jlj—jij, jkj—jgj in the child's consonantal system. Compared to Standard Czech, 
the two systems are identical. 

Nasals: The nasals appear at the bilabial, alveolar, palatal and velar points of 
articulation and are represented by the phonemes jmj, jnj and /#/. Of these, the pho
neme jnj has two allophones, an alveolar [n] and velar [*}]. As with the stop pho
nemes, so too with nasalB, the two systems are identical. 
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Affricates: Two phonemes represent this group in the children's consonantal system, 
via. the prae-alveolar /«/ and the post-alveolar (e/: their voiced allophones, used in com
plementary distribution in Standard Czech, appear, however, only in children with 
a more mature stage of speech development, i.e., in the stage containing consonantal 
clusters. 

Fricatives: The fricatives exist at these points of articulation; labial ///— 
alveolar /»/^-/«/, / £ / — p a l a t a l Ijf, velar fx] and laryngeal /A/. As compared to 
Standard Czech, the children have all consonants belonging to this goup. 

Laterals: In accordance with Czech, the children have one lateral phoneme at the 
alveolar point of articulation. 

Vibrants: Neither of the two representatives of the alveolar trilled phonemes in 
Standard Czech, i.e., \r\ and /?/, appeared with the observed children in the given 
stage of speech development. Bilabial or uvular [R], however, was noticed in several 
children in interjections. 

From what has been said follows that, with the exception of the vibrants /r/ and Iff, 
the children have all consonantal phonemes that build up the adult ByBtem in Stan
dard Czech. Nevertheless, as will be shown in their characteritios, not all of them 
were mastered equally well and great differences are marked in their distribution. 

The Plosive /y/ HI 
This voiceless bilabial stop phoneme was stable in all children investigated and may 

therefore be considered as a perfectly mastered consonant. No deviations were ob
served, with the exception of a few cases where /p/ was slightly aspirated. The most 
plausible explanation for the rise of such an allophone is emphatic pronunciation 
where the aspiration is applied as one of the means of expressing emotional stress.4 

As a rule, the phoneme \f\ is never replaced by other phonemes. Its distributional 
field is, on the other hand, increased by the fact that it often replaces other conso
nants, namely \b\ and ///. While the former substitute suggests the instability of the 
distinction of voice, the latter speaks for the as yet imperfectly learned feature of 
fricativity. 

The stable character of the phoneme \j>\ in the very first words of any child is 
common to most observations in baby talk. In explanation of why /pi—and, analo
gously, other bilabiate fbj and /m/—appear very early in children and precede velars 
in stabilization, the relation between the labial articulation and sucking action, as 
well as strong visual support has been offered. Neither the hypothesis regarding 
sucking nor the visual support explains, however, why the children are able to diffe
rentiate between jj>j and jmf when, the difference is hot visible and hardly has any 
importance in sucking. Last but not least, we cannot but mention the experience of some 
of the scholars that in the babbling period, which is connected with sucking most 
closely, the children produce the velar sounds more often than the labial ones.3 To 
explain satisfactorily the early appearance and stability of \p\ in children's pronun
ciation, once again Jakobson's law of the m^Timiirr i contrasts should be repeated. 

4 On the question regarding the means of expressing emotional stress of. V. Maohek, Stvdie 
o tvofeni vgrazi expruivnich [A Study on the Formation of Expressive Formulations] Praha 
1930, p. 6. 

5 Of. e.g. V. Prihoda, Ontogauu lidikt ptychiky [The Ontogenesis of the Human Psyohic] 
Praha 1863, p. 133—134; similariT O. C. Irwin, Phonetical DaeripHoH of Speech Development 
in Childhood, in L . Kaiser (ed.) Manuel of Phonetics, Amsterdam 1987, of. p. 403 ff. 
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- When viewing the acquisition of the phonemes in a complex way, jpj does undoubtedly 
belong among those phonemes which create the early maximal contrasts, it being'the 
optimal close counterpart to the optimal open vowel jaj. Hence the explanation why 
the phoneme jpj is widely distributed in nursery forms and is therefore very frequent 
in child speech. 

The Plosive jbj 
As with the phoneme jpl, so too the phonetic implementation of jbj was mastered 

well by all children in regard to point and manner of articulation. Its voiced character, 
however, remain* unstable, thus revealing that the distinction of voice is not yet 
fully acknowledged in this developmental stage. ThiB shows especially in frequent 
fluctuation of the phoneme /&/ and jpj where jbj is replaced by jpj in. most cases. The 
data illustrating the unstable character of the voiced consonants as well as the fact 
that the children are satisfied with implementation of the voiceless phonemes at an 
early stage of speech development, are to be found in most children not only Czech 
but of other nationalities as well.* 

Because of its wide distribution both in the nursery forms and interjections, espe
cially those of an onomatopoeic character, jbj belongs among the most frequent con
sonantal phonemes in children. 

The Plosive /*/ 
Like jpj and jbj, also jtj may be justly considered as one of the consonantal pho

nemes whose phonemic norm is well established, though within a wider range of norma
lity than would apply in adult speech. The more or less palatalized allophones are 
a frequent phenomenon of this age group7 and have—most probably—the function 
of strongly emotional variants* adopted for two reasons: first, demanding the ful
fillment of strong desire or comeback to earlier stages of speech development in 
imitating younger babies. In some situations the palatalization reached such a degree 
that there was almost neutralization of the phonemes jtj and jlj. In most cases, jtj was 
used in its proper place. Not exceptional are, however, examples where this voiceless 
alveolar consonant performs the function of a substitute for some other consonantal 
phoneme the phonetic implementation of which was not yet stable in all distinctive 
and redundant features. The phonemes jkj and jdj are the most frequently affected, 
suggesting the lesser stability of the feature of velarity and that of voice. With jkj, 
however, another factor must be taken into consideration; jtj and jkj are definitely 
those phonemes which are sub j ect to overlap in any child speech. Neutralizations caused 
by difficulties of perception may well have something to do with the frequently ob
served use of jtj by the child to expound adult jtj and jkj. Possible support for this 
comes from the fact that the distinction between jtj and jkj are among the most 
difficult for listeners to hear and it seems likely that in most natural situations the 

« Cf. J . Pafiesova, The Development of Vocabulary in the Child, Brno 1968, p. 46, where this 
question is dealt with in detail. 

7 The palatalization of the alveolar stops appears at a certain stage of speech development 
perhaps with every child and the palatalized allophones are often maintained even in later stages, 
when the phopetio realization of both alveolar and palatal stops are perfectly mastered. —Nearly 
all investigators notice the feature of palatalisation regardless of whether this feature is realized 
in languages the children are learning. To exemplify this, the works of A. Qregoire, S. Phanhanser, 
L A. Sikorakiy, P. SmooEynaki, A. H . Gvozdev and E . Ohnesorg might be consulted. For parti
culars see K. Ohnesorg, DrvKd femttiekd studie 6 dftslU fee* [Another Study in Pedophonetios] 
Brno 1959, p. 66. 

• Cf. note 4. 
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differentiation depends more on verbal context than it does on the acoustic differences. 
As for the character of words in which this phoneme is used most frequently, nur

sery forms'and interjections again show predominance, though other word-categories 
are not excluded. 

The Plosive jdj 
In regard to place and manner of articulation the phonetic implementation of this 

voiced alveolar stop is fairly stable. Characteristic is, however, the instability of the 
feature of voicing which results in overlapping jtj and Jdj with most children. As with 
HI, so too with jdj the emotional speech gave rise to palatalized aUophones. As a sub
stitute, it sometimes aots in the function of replacing the phoneme jzj in children for 
whom fricativity remains still an un-mastered feature. 

The Plosive \i\ 
Except for the right degree of palatalization, the phonetic implementation of this 

voiceless palatal stop is well established. The ignorance of the oorrect point of artic
ulation, tiie proper tongue position0 and varying amount of energy to the occlusion 
accounts for the fluctuation between [f] and [<'] and—with children whose articula
tion is somewhat below the standard of their age group—the neutralization of the 
two phoneme jij and jtj may occur. The comparatively high frequency of this palatal 
stop phoneme is given by the fact that, besides its proper positions, jij often functions 
as a substitute for other consonantal phonemes, the phonetic implementation of which 
is unstable as yet. Of these, jij most frequently replaces the affricate jij. Not so com
mon, but still considerable, is the substitute of jij for the velar jkj and palatal jij. 
The instability of the feature of semi-occlusivity accounts for j6j—jij overlapping. 
The imperfectly mastered feature of velarity and that of voicing explains the substi
tutes jij—jkj and jij—jij respectively. In emotionally pronunciation the phoneme 
jij functions as an expressive variant of jtj. 

The Plosive jij ' 
In spite of the fact that this voiced palatal stop phoneme has minimal functional 

load in Czech, children having thus but very few models for imitation, its phonetic 
implementation is comparatively stable. There are, of course, deviations as to the 
degree of palatalization and—as is the case with all voiced consonants—with the 
feature of voicing. The former accounts for the [d]—[d'] and in some cases also [d] 
overlapping, the latter for the voiceless jij replacing voiced jij. In emotional speech, 
jij fairly often replaces jdj. Beside this, jij functions as a substitute for the sibilant 
jij and voiced allophone of the trilled phoneme jij in children who did not master well 
the fricative articulation. 

The Plosive jkj 
Most of the observed children have this voiceless velar stop in their phonemic re

pertory. Fairly often, however, it fluctuates with the voiceless' alveolar stop10 thus 

* The tip of the tongue ia leaning against the lower teeth for the palatal [I] and against the 
upper teeth for palatalized [H. 

1 0 The unstable character of the velar stops and their confusion with their alveolar counterparts 
is common to all children in the first developmental stage and was mentioned as early as by Quinti-
lian. In Ohnesorg's Druhd foneticbd ttudie o lUtski Mi [Another Study in Pedolinguistics] p. 25, 
a list of investigators in this field who either deal with these protlems, or have comprehensive data 
in their findings, is to be found. 
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signalizing that the velar point of articulation has not been well learned. Besides this, 
the vast majority of occurrences of /&/ were those in interjections, mostly of onomato-
poetic origin. It is generally acknowledged in defectology that children with defective 
pronunciation either know from the beginning how to pronounce the proper consonant 
in interjections, or at least succeed in mastering it easily in these words, while in 
other word-categories they cling to various substitutive sounds. The same experience 
might be observed in the speech development of any child. 1 1 Examples, illustrating 
the opposite prooess, i.e., the replacing of proper jtj by jkj, however, have also been 
recorded. This might suggest that the child has attained the phonetic mastery of the 
phoneme /&/, is not, however, aware as yet of its correct distribution, of fails to per
ceive the difference between the two phonemes in. question. 

The Plosive jgj 

As was presupposed in view of the distributional use of the phoneme \g\ in Czech,12 

its appearance in the child's vocabulary is minimal. As an independent phoneme it is 
distributed only in loanwords which are naturally very rare in child idiolect. In non-
loans [g] has only the status of a voiced allophone of the phoneme /&/ and occurs in 
the consonantal clusters in the voiced surroundings due to the assimilation of voice. 
As most of the consonantal clusters are simplified by the children of this age group, 
assimilation does not operate and such allophones which would arise under such con
ditions, are not found in the child'B phonemic repertory. Apart from a few cases of 
loan-words \g] appeared in sandhi relation. Though assimilations across word 
bounderies are not as frequent as they are in the more fluent speech of older children 
and adults, there are situations in which this is likely to arise, e.g. in reciting nursery 
rhymes. ' 

As for the phonetic implementation of the phoneme jgj it might be said that in 
those children who have jgj in their phonemic repertory, the stop articulation was 
mastered well. The lack of comparable minimal pairs, however, makes it difficult to 
generalize about potential overlapping of the phonemes jgj—jkj to illustrate the lesser 
stability of the voiced counterpart as well as the overlapping of the phonemes 
Igl—\i\ which would indicate the priority of the front consonants as compared 
to the back ones. 

The Nasal \m\ . . 

As with the phonetic implementation of the oral bilabial stop jjpj, so too the phonet
ic implementation of its nasal counterpart \m\ is fairly stable in all observed children. 
This is consistent with the findings of the vast majority of investigators in child's 
speeoh and bears out Jakobson in his theory on the development of the phonemic 
system in. the child when establishing as the first consonantal contrast that of oral 

1 1 Cf. e.g. M. Pavlovi i , Le langage enfantin, Paris 1920, p. 70, A. Gregoire, L'apprtntissage 
du langage, 1937, p. 89, CI. u. W. Stern, Die Kinderspraehe, Leipzig 1928, pp. 173 and 374, St. 
Phanhauser, Rozw&j mowy dziecko, Warshawa 1930, p. 290, J . Feyeux, L acquisition du lan
gage el ses retards, Treronx, 1932, p. 279. 

" The apodal status of/p/fc discussed in detaU most ktelyty 
giekiho syetimu sou&tmi episovni teftiny [The Dynamism of the Phonological Systems of Present 
Day Standard Czeoh], Praha 1988, cf. p. 81—63.—See also H . Kufiera, The Phonology of Czech, 
The Hague 1961, p. 36—38 and the same author's Inquiry into Coexistent Phonemic System in 
Slavic Languages, American Contributions to the Fourth International Congress of Slavioist, 
The Hague 1968, p. 170 ff. 
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versus nasal. As there is no overlapping between the oral and nasal counterparts in 
children in general, nasality proves to be one of the most clearly observed and well 
learned feature. To explain the early stability as well as the wide distribution of /m/ 
in the child's speech we may repeat what has been said with \<p\: because of easiness 
of its phonetic implementation \m\ is one of the most widespread consonantal pho
nemes in the nursery forma of which the parental term "mama" is especially frequent. 
More than that, the functional load of {ml is considerably high also in the interjections, 
another frequent word-category of children between two and three. No deviations 
from the phonemic norm were recorded and also the distribution was almost perfect. 
In contrast to other consonants /m/ was hardly ever dropped, on the contrary, it was 
fairly stable even in the final positions where all other consonants were likely to be 
dropped most often. Because of this, \m\ may be considered as the first consonant which 
forms the close syllables. 

The Nasal \n\ 

This nasal alveolar plosive is another well established consonantal phoneme in 
children. Slight deviations were recorded in connection with the accuracy of the 
point of articulation, resulting in the rise of more or less palatalized allophones. The 
overlapping of the phonemes fnf and jit] occurred, however, only under strong emo
tion. 

The existence of the velar allophone of the phoneme \n\ is dependent on two factors: 
first, the establishment of the velar point of articulation, second, command of the 
consonantal clusters. Though these two factors are by no means mastered by all 
children of this age group, it might be said that the allophone [13] appears in children 
at the very moment when the velar consonants \h\ and \g\ are established in their 
phonemic system and when the children begin mastering the consonantal clusters. 
In the older forms where \t\ still functions as a substitute for \h\, [n] is naturally 
produced at the alveolar point of articulation. No instance has been recorded to 
illustrate that the child would implement the alveolar [n] in the velar environment. 

The Nasal /*/ . 

As with the oral palatal plosive so too with the palatal nasal, a certain develop
mental process concerns the mastering of the proper point of articulation, proper 
tongue position and proper amount of energy to the occlusion. This is shown in the 
rise of the allophones of lesser degree of palatalization or—in some cases—even in the 
substituting of jfij by completely depalatalized /»/. Not exceptional, on the other hand, 
are instances where the palatal /A/ has the function of a substitute for jnj. This occurs 
foremost in emotional speech, [n~\ performing thus the function of an expressive 
variant. 

The Fr ica t ive If/ 

Though this labiodental fricative consonantal phoneme does exist in the children's 
phonemic repertory, its phonetic implementation is far from being stable. The 
fluctuation between bilabial ty] and labiodental [/] bears evidence of the instability 
of the correct point of articulation: the fact that Iff a frequently replaced by /p/ 

u Similar experience may be found in R. W. mad J . B. Albright*. Th* Phonology of a Two-r'-cid Child* Word 12, LOW. p. 38, R. Weir, Lmiguagt in th» Cnb, The Hague 1962, p. 61 « d 
Ohnesorg, l.o. p. 29. 
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betrays then the instability as far as the feature of frieativity is concerned.13 -Viewed 
from the angle that the functional centre of gravity of If I lies in words synchronically 
foreign and in interjections14 its comparatively high frequency i n children's idiolect 
is rather surprising. We have mentioned before, however, that interjections form the 
main stock of the child's vocabulary at a certain stage of speech development: this 
might help in explaining the discrepancy. Secondly, however unstable, If] appears in 
the place of other consonantal phonemes, mostly /«/. 

The Fr i ca t ive /t>/ 
Like the voiceless /// its voiced counterpart /v/ displays a rather complicated learn

ing process. The fluctuation of bilabial fricative [w], labiodental fricative [v] and 
bilabial plosive [b] illustrates that neither the feature of labiodentality nor that of 
frieativity has been fully acknowledged. More than that, because of the imperfectly 
mastered feature of voice, /«/ is often replaced by ///. Its occurrence is therefore very 
rare in children at this stage of speech development. 

The Fr ica t ives /«/,/£/, 
Most of the findings on speech development agree on the late acquisition of the 

sibilants. Considerably more overlap occurs in this group of phonemes. The term 
"overlap" here in fact includes the possibility of complete neutralization among 
hissing and hushing sibilants, or at least the reduction of the number of features dis
tinguishing two or more phonemes. In establishing the phonemes /*/ and /£/ children 
have to master a complex of differences in the friction characteristics of each of the 
phonemes. These differences stem from variations in the tongue/hard palate approxi
mations and the degree and kind of lip-rounding. In our data the theory on the late 
mastering of the sibilants is once again confirmed. The tongue position does not corre
spond to that required in phonemic norm and the pouted lip-rounding is often absent 
in the observed children. In /«/ and /£/ the distinction of voice makes the situation 
still more complicated. In summary then, not even one of the four Czech sibilants 
might be considered as established. The phonetic implementation is very unstable 
and it would be hardly possible to express the differences either in description or in 
phonetic transcription. Roughly, they might be characterized as palatalized fricatives 
whose articulation sphere varies between prae-alveolar, post-alveolar and palatal 
points of articulation. In voiced sibilants, moreover, not even the feature of frieati
vity might be Considered as acquired. This shows in the fact that they are often 
replaced by the voiced stops, namely fdf and /<2/. 

However unstable, the sibilants, too, perform the substitutive function. Thus the 
phoneme /«/—mostly in its palatalized aUophones-—replaces the affricate /c/ and the 
fricatives /«/ and \z\. The phoneme \l\ appears mostly as a substitute for /£/, /£/ and 
If I, but also for /c/ and jsj. From the voiced sibilants, only /I/ stands in the substitutive 
function, namely, for the voiced allophone of the alveolar trill phoneme /f/. 

The F r i ca t ive #/ 
The articulation of this voiced-unpaired palatal fricative phoneme has been stabi

lized in rnost children between 2 and 3. No deviations from the phonemio norm were 
1 4 On the question of phonological evaluation of the phoneme (/) in Czeoh of. J . Vaohek's 

monograph, I.e. note 12, p. 63—68. See also his study On Peripheral Phonemes of Modern English, 
Brno Studies in Flngliwh, 1964, p. 8; of. also M. Romportl, K 6e*btma torMdtkoo&mu sysUmu 
[On Czech Consonantal System], SaS 1968, p. 268—277. 
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recorded and •unlike other fricative phonemes—jjj has neither been dropped nor 
replaced by other oonsonants. On the other hand, it is used as a full-phoneme substi
tute, nearly always for \r\, fairly often for \l\ and there are examples illustrating even 
the Ijj—\z\ substitutes. 

The Fr i ca t ive \x\ 

As with most fricative phonemes, so too this voiceless velar fricative phoneme \x\ 
has not been established in all distinctive and redundant features. Deviations concern 
the point of articulation, resulting in the rise of palatalized allophones. Also the 
distribution is far from being perfect. In this proper place it occurs mostly in inter
jections while elsewhere it is either dropped or in fluctuation with [«']. As a voiceless 
phoneme, however, it often acts as a substitute for the voiced phoneme /A/. 

The F r i ca t ive /A/ 

In view of the fact that the phonetic implementation of this voiced laryngeal 
fricative phoneme is by no means easy, it is rather surprising to find that most of the 
children seem to have no or little difficulty in mastering it. But for the loss of the 
feature of voice, no deviations in pronunciation were recorded. /A/ has a wide distri
bution in the nursery forms and interjections and that is, perhaps, one of the reasons 
why it is established as early. Besides this, it appears as a prothetic consonants in 
words beginning in a vowel. As this function of /A/ is fairly common at Certain stage 
of speeoh development and corresponding examples can be found even in works 
based on an analysis of non-Czech children, an explanation is required. Not very 
convincing, however, is the opinion proclaimed by Pasch and supported by Nadoleczny 
and Berendes15 who tries to account for the existence of prothetic /A/ on the basis 
of a defective pronunciation of the initial vowel. A comparison of the use of /A/ 
word-initially in child speeoh with its prothetic or possibly hiatic function in collo
quial and dialectal pronunciation might throw some light on this question. 

The La te ra l \l\ 

As with the majority of the fricative phonemes, so too the learning process of the 
phonetic implementation of the lateral \l\ has not been folly accomplished. Insta
bility is shown above all in the point of articulation where the area varies between the 
alveolar and palatal points. Concomitantly, the more or less palatalized allophones 
of the phoneme \l\ arise. As Standard Czech has no suoh allophones in the consonantal 
system, the lack of accuraoy in the tongue articulation, alongside with the emotive 
approach, seems to be the only explanation for their existence in children. The insta
bility of the feature of laterality is best manifested in frequent overlapping between the 
phonemes }lj and ft/. Besides the proper occurrences /I/—once again in fluctuation 
with Ijj—takes the function of a substitute for the vibrant /«*/. In addition, the syllabic 
allophone of the phoneme \l\ appears in those children whose articulation is somewhat 
above the standard of their age group. The occurrence of suoh an allophone in the 
phonemio system suggests that the obildren start being aware Of the contrast liquid 
versus consonant. As the other liquid jrj is still absent from children's phonemio 
repertory, \J] takes over also the vocalic function of [r]. 

M On tail question see K . Ohnesorg, Druhd fonetickd etvdie o UMi fee* [Another Study in 
Pedolinguistics], pp. 19, 20. 
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The Vibrants \r\ and jtj 
As was expectedin view of other findings on speech development, both the vibrants 

are missing in the consonantal system in most children between 2 and 3. Though 
many of the fricative consonants may not be classified as fully acknowledged, their 
phonetic implementation being far from perfeot, they do exist in the vocabulary and 
their more or less imperfect phonetic mastery is being gradually refined. As for jrj 
and Iff, however, the learning processes have not even started as far as the proper 
phonetic implementation is concerned. 

As for jrj, the sporadic occurrence of bilabial or uvular [R] does not signalize the 
beginning of the stage when the child comes to master the vibrant articulation for the 
following reasons: both of the mentioned allophones represent but two of the large 
number of sound types which are produced either in the babbling period or as purely 
imitative sounds in interjections and are not required for adult language. Naturally, 
they may not be identified with the phonemes. Furthermore, both the point and man
ner of articulation differs markedly: while [R] in the children's pronunciation is pro
duced at the bilabial—or velar—area and the lips—or the uvula—perform the vibration, 
the Standard Czech jrj is produced at the alveolar point and the tip of tongue is 
responsible for the vibration. None of the children observed had such a phoneme in 
his repertory. They either dropped or replaced it by the lateral jlj or the fricative jjj. 
As for the syllabic allophone of the phoneme jrj, it was also substituted in all in
stances. The liquid [f] or the vowels [it] or [e] performed the function. 

Before dealing with the other trilled consonant, viz. jfj as reproduced by children 
in the period when they have not yet mastered the feature of vibrativity, a few 
comments will be made on this consonantal phoneme in Standard Czech. 

The phoneme jfj has two allophones, the voiced [f] and the voiceless [f] which 
occur in complementary distribution. In distinction to other consonants, the quality 
of jfj is determined not by the consonant which follows but by that which precedes, 
in other words, the regressive assimilation, typical of Czech, is here replaced by the 
progressive type; The special status of the two allophones of jfjis best shown in their 
comparison with other pairs of consonants. Here is a rough outline: 

In the pairs pjb, tjd, lj&, sjz, ijl,fjv, xjh assimilation accounts for the neutralization 
of the contrast voiced versus voiceless. In kjg, c/j and £/ | the operation of voice assim
ilation results in complementary distribution of the two allophones of one and the 
same phoneme. The sonants \r, I, m, n,jl, on the other hand, are not capable of active 
assimilation and their being assimilated in a passive way is excluded, as none of the 
sonants has a voiceless counterpart in Czech. The vibrant jfj is outside the system. 
It has active capability to assimilate only in sandhi relation and even then only 
potentially. In other words, in this position \fj behaves like a sonant: in word-final 
position, on the other hand, the voiceless [(] is replaced by the voiced [f] when the 
voiced paired consonant follows in the next word. In other words, in the final position 
jfj behaves like a paired consonant; within the word jfj has only passive assimilative 
capability. In this position then, together with jvj and jhj which are assimilated in the 
same way in the dialectal pronunciation, the phoneme jfj forms a special group in the 
Czech consonantal system, ranking between the sonants and paired consonants.16 

" For particulars cf. P. Zima, Souhldaka f v ieskim aystimu zngktstni asimilace (The Consonant 
/ in Czech system of Voice Assimilation) Sb. Sl&vistiokf oh pracf venovanyoh IV. mezinarodnimu 
ajezdu slavistu, Praha 1968, pp. 36—43; See also J . Vaohek's monograph, cited in note 12, pp. 
92—102. 
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After having displayed the characteristics of /#/ in adult speech we will turn atten
tion to the question of how this phoneme is dealt with by children. The fact that it did 
not occur in its proper phonetic implementation in the children under observation, 
has been mentioned before. The question remains whether the children, in substi
tuting this phoneme, observe a difference between its voiced and voiceless allophone. 
On the ground of detailed analysis of our data it might be said that they do. A l l voice
less allophones are replaced by the voiceless fricative /£/ while the voiced allophones 
by the voiced fricative \l\ or, in children of a less mature stage of speech development, 
by the voiced stop \d\. This bears evidence of the children's awareness of the contrast 
voiced versus voiceless within the phoneme jff and that already at the stage of simpli
fied consonantal clusters, i.e., in the period where no assimilation, active or passive, 
has its ration d'etre. Later on, the children imitate the assimilative capability of jfj 
according to the adult model, though two phonemes, viz. jS/ and \i\ act as its substi
tute. 

The Affricates \c\ and /£/ 

The affricate \c\ is to be ranked among those consonants whose phonetic imple
mentation undergoes a complicated learning process. Though the proper semiocclusive 
articulation appears in some of the observed children, it is not consistent and the 
replacement by the fricative /«/ or even by the stop \t\ is not exceptional. Instability 
is shown too, as far as the accurate point of articulation is concerned, as the existence 
of the palatalized allophone illustrate. 

What has been said about the affricate jcj, holds good also for /£/. The semi-occlu-
sivity is not a perfectly learned feature, as the fricative and occlusive substitutes jSf 
and jlj indicate. 

After characterizing each of the phoneme, conclusions will be drawn in order to 
point out the characteristic features of the speech of children between 2 and 3, to 
compare the phonemic system of the children with the system of adults and, last 
but not least, to compare the trends of speech development in children with the gener
al tendencies observed in the historical development of languages of the world. 

From the aforegoing it follows that children in this age group have all Czech vow
els, short and long, which build up the vocalic system in Standard Czech. Not all of 
them, however, are equally well established as far as all distinctive and redundant 
features are concerned. The vowels jaj—\i\—/«/ may be considered as fully mastered 
phonemes. They are neutral, based on opposition front versus back and high versus low. 
Their phonetic implementation is fairly stable, they are used in their proper places, 
are not replaced by other vocalic phonemes, on the contrary, they themselves function 
as substitutive sounds for other phonemes whose phonetic realization has not yet 
been perfectly acquired in the phonemic system of the observed children. Their 
early stabilization backs Jakobson's theory on minimal vocalism as well as in his 
placing the three vocalio phonemes among those that constitute the first vocalic 
contrasts. The situation is rather more complicated with the mid vowels \e\ and \o\. 
Though they do exist in all the children under observation, their as yet imperfectly 
mastered phonetic realization is reflected in a number of non-Standard allophones 
and their mutual overlapping. 

The long vowels/a:/, /*':/, /«:/, /e:/, /o:/ represent a less mature stage of development 
as compared with their short counterparts. Instability shows foremost in length 
where the duration of the long vowels does not correspond to the demand in Standard 
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Czech in their being roughly twice as long as the corresponding short vowels. Neither 
is their quality stabilized. They are rarely neutral an additional feature of open and 
close being attributed especially to the mid vowels je;j and jo:j. 

The implementation of the vocalic chains has not been mastered either. As for 
diphthongs, they are monophthongized in most cases and long vowel is then their 
substitute. The diphthongal pronunciation occurs only in children whose articulation 
is somewhat above the standard of their group or in interjections. As in diphthongs, 
so too in mastery of the hiatus children find difficulties. In most cases they avoid it by 
inserting the hiatic consonant. As jvj appears in this function in Colloquial Czech in 
sandhi relation the children probably chose these "easier" forms for imitation. Be
side this, however, the children employ \v\ and other hiatic consonants even within 
the word, namely, between the prefix and stem, though such examples do not exist 
either in Standard or Colloquial Czech. They must therefore be considered as the 
children's own formations which help them to avoid the uncomfortable vocalic 
chain. 

To summarize the role of articulatory features in the children's vowel system, our 
findings indicate the following: 

The contrast high versus low has been learned well and so have the contrasts 
front versus back and wide versus narrow. The three-fold opposition low-mid-high, on 
the other hand, remains an imperfectly learned feature in most of the observed 
children. Similarly, the feature of rounding shows certain instability both as far as the 
degree is concerned and in being attributed, besides the back vowels, also to the 
front jij andJej, whereas only back vowels have labialization in Standard pronuncia
tion.—The feature of length is another distinction the children have not yet acquired 
well. Instability is shown in the existence of the semi-long, long and extra-long allo-
phones which appear in free variation, while the phonemic value is not attributed to 
any of them. The children, however, do perceive the length. This shows especially in 
.their replacing the diphthongal chain by means of a long vowel. Were they not be able 
to perceive the feature of length in them, they would—most probably—in simplifying 
them, drop one of the vowels analogously as they do in simplifying the consonantal 
clusters. 

As for consonants, there is, in accordance with Standard Czech, a 4-term voiced/ 
/voiceless system of oral stops, viz. \p\—\b\, \t\—\d\, \l\—/<!/, \k\—jkj, accompanied 
by 3 nasals, viz. \m\, \n\, I ft/. In terms of features, the stop articulation has been learned 
well. So has the feature of nasality. The contrasts based on the point of articulation 
may be considered but imperfectly mastered. The front stops exhibit greater stability 
as compared to the back ones. This is shown in the fact that the velar stops are often 
replaced by the alveolar ones, thus neutralizing the feature front versus back. This, 
however, does not hold good for the nasals. Though the velar nasal [»}] is later in 
appearance, as its existence presupposes not only mastering the velar articulation 
but also consonantal clusters, there are no documents in our material which would 
illustrate the usage of the alveolar allophone instead of the velar one with the Czech-
speaking child in that developmental stage when he has the velar stops and consonan-
al clusters in his phonemic inventory.17— It is, however, the feature of voicing which 
shows greates instability. The fluctuation of voiced and voiceless stops took place 

1 7 This is lather at odds with R. Jakobson who presupposes the alveolar substitutions for the 
velar consonants not only for stops but for nasals as well, of. Child Language, Aphasia and Phono
logical Universale, The Hague 1968, p. 64. 
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at bilabial, alveolar and palatal points of articulation,18 word-initially and word-medi* 
ally. The neutralization of the feature of voice in the final position, obligatory for 
Standard Czech, is perhaps the explanation why the fluctuation voiced versus voiceless 
does not occur word-finally. In most of the cases the voiced stops were replaced by 
their Voiceless counterparts. On this basis the predominance of the voiceless stops 
as compared to the voiced, might be explained. As with vowels, so too with stops, 
few additional sound differences, unknown in Standard Czech, appeared in children. 
One of these, aspiration, was spoken about in the analysis of the plosive jpf. As the 
next, the contrast palatalized versus non-palatalized adopted to express the difference 
between emotive and non-emotive approach might be mentioned. 

Of the existing fricative phonemes in the Czech consonantal system the phonemes 
\r\ and jfj are absent from the children's system at this stage of speech development. 
Except for jjj and fhj the learning process of the phonetic implementation of none of 
the fricatives has been accomplished. The number of occurrences of fricatives is, 
compared to stops, considerably lower. Unlike stops, the fricatives are very often 
dropped:—mostly in consonantal clusters, while in single consonants there is frequent 
overlapping between the fricative and the corresponding stop phoneme.—In terms 
of features, the fricative articulation is to be considered as an imperfectly mastered 
feature as yet. The fluctuation between the stop and the fricative—more frequent in 
voiced fricatives as compared to voioelesa—reveals the instability. Similarly, the as 
yet unstable feature of laterality is shown in the overlapping of the phonemes jlj—Ijf. 
Vibrativity remains a non-mastered feature.—The contrast front versus back might 
be considered as established in fricative consonants. The point of articulation, how
ever, still shows certain instability. Its misuse gives rise to a number of allophones, 
untypical of Standard Czech, e.g., bilabial [tp\, bilabial [w], palatal [{], palatalized 
[«', $', z\ £']. Unstable also is the feature of voicing. This is shown in the fact that the 
voiced fricatives are fairly often replaced by their voiceless counterparts, or by the 
corresponding stops. Also their occurrences are less frequent as compared to other 
consonants. 

As for the affricates, the children have two in their consonantal system, viz. jcj 
and jcj. Neither of the two phonemes, however, might be considered as well mastered. 
Instability shows both in manner and point of articulation. The former accounts for the 
fluctuation between the proper semi-occlusive and fricative consonants, viz. /o/, /£/ 
and jsj, jSj respectively, the latter for the rise of non-Standard palatalized allophones. 
The older developmental stage is reflected in some children in their substituting the 
proper affricates by the corresponding stops, viz. jt\ and — The voiced allophones 
of the phonemes jcj and j6j appear'automatically as soon as the children begin master
ing consonantal clusters. Both of the voiced allophones, viz. [5] and [f\ are used in 
complementary distribution with [c] and [$] where the voiced versus voiceless feature 
is predictable. Besides this, the voiced allophone [|] appears as a substitute for the as 
yet un-mastered consonantal cluster [df]. 

In summary then, from the six manners of articulation upon which the phonemic-
ally relevant distinctions of consonantal phonemes in Czech are based, the children 
have mastered well the occlusivity &nd nasality. Fricativity, laterality and semi-occlusivity, 
on the other hand, are to be classified as but imperfectly learned features and no 
examples which would illustrate the children's mastering the last of the features, viz. 

i» Because of the special status of jgj in Czech, the fluctuation at the velar point of artioulation 
is not as typical. 
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the vibrativily, were recorded in our data. From aU consonants which represent, the 
five distinctions, the stops clearly show predominance. 

As regard the distinctions based upon the points of articulation, the children have 
mastered—with minor exceptions—all which have phonemic relevance in Standard 
Czech, viz. labiaUty, alveolarity, palatality and vdo-glottality. The manner of articulation 
then accounts for a further breakdown into the following spheres; bilabial and labio
dental, prae- and post-alveolar, velar and laryngeal. The front consonants, i.e., the 
labials and alveolars, predominate over the back both in stability and distribution. 
The less mature stage of fricatives and affricates shows in the less well-established 
point of articulation, in contradistinction to stops and nasals. 

The presence or absence of voice is another relevant feature in Standard Czech and 
most of the observed children seem to be aware of it in all consonants. Nevertheless, 
as in distinctions based on point of articulation, so too in the distinctions based on 
presence or absence of voice, the stops present a more mature stage of speech devel
opment compared to fricatives and affricates. In general, the voiceless consonants 
are more stable and, concomitantly, more frequent in children. 

From what has been said about appearance and gradual mastering of sounds in 
ohildren, follows that the order of phonemic development processes—as was suggested 
in the theses of R. Jakobson—on the ground of principle of maximum contrast, and 
starts off by mastering the simple and un-marked features while the differentiated 
and marked features appear later. The first stage of speech development is initiated 
by the child differentiating between a consonant and a vowel. This contrast finds its 
optimal expression when a consonant with a complete lip-closure is opposed to a vow
el with a wide frontal opening. As the unmarked features precede the marked ones, 
the voiceless consonant and the short vowel are expected in this connection. In partic
ular, the consonant jpf and the vowel /a/ prove to be the optimal pair. Hence fol
lows the early stability and wide distribution of the two phonemes in children. 

The principle of maximum contrast shows also in the successive mastering of the 
vocalic phonemes. The fundamental low /<*/, stable in all children, forms the first 
vocalic constrast with high vowels /»/ and /«/, while the mastering of the vowels in the 
mid positions comes later. Hence follows the earlier stability and the obvious pre
ponderance of the three vocalic phonemes \a\—/*/—\u\ in the first words of the child, 
regardless of their frequency in the adult speech.1" The earlier stability of the short 
vowels as compared to the long ones, demonstrates the priority of the former group. 
Similarly, the realization of the simple vowel represents a more mature stage as 
compared to the realization of the vowel chain, regardless of whether the chain 
is diphthongal or hiatic. 

The consonantal sphere is, in Jakobson's observation, broken up into oral versus 
nasal. Here too, we may find confirmation in our material in the feature of nasality 
well established in all the observed children as well as in the wide distribution of the 
nasals in the first words of the child. Fairly stable also is the contrast labial versus 
alveolar which .again Jakobson ranks as the next established in the consonantal 
phonemes in general. The contrast front versus back or, in particular, alveolar versus 
velar and alveolar versus palatal, evidently belongs to the later stages of language 

1 9 There are differences, as far as the distribution of most of the phonemes is conoerned. The 
number of occurrences in the ohild's speech, does not, as a rule, correspond to that of adulte. Due 
to the special content of the child's vocabulary, in which nursery words and interjections, especi
ally those of onomatopoetio character, whose phonological structure is not identical with that of 
other word-categories farm a considerable proportion, the data are hardly comparable. 
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acquisition. The lesser stability of velar articulation, the mutual overlapping of 
the consonants [t]—[k] and [*]—[£']—[t] and high preponderance of the phonemes 
produced in the front of the mouth cavity provide clear evidence for the priority 
of the front consonants as compared to the back ones. 

As regards the contrasts based on the manner of articulation, the stop phonemes 
clearly predominate both with regard to their phonetic implementation and their 
distribution and stability in the first words of the child as single phonemes and in 
consonantal clusters. The fricatives, on the other hand, represent the less mature 
stage and appear, and are gradually stabilized, in the points of articulation where 
the corresponding stops are already firmly established. The lesser stability of a frica
tive as compared to a stop, shows moreover in the consonantal clusters. It is almost 
exclusively the stop, which is preserved in simplifying, while the fricative is dropped. 
Similarly, the affricates as the representatives of the semi-ocolusive articulation, 
appear and are stabilized only after the corresponding fricatives are well learned. 
In the earliest stage they are replaced by stops, later on by fricatives before they 
reach the proper semi-occlusive implementation. The succession of phonological 
acquisitions stops—fricatives—affricates is here clearly manifested. 

The non-existence of the vibrants in children between two and three is in agreement 
with Jakobson's statement, that the distinctive features comparatively rare in the 
languages of the world are among the latest phonological acquisitions of the child. 

The priority of un-marken features is manifested in the earlier stability and wider 
distribution of the voiceless consonants in the child's vocabulary as it is in languages 
in general. 

Of the vast problematics which child language offers, we have summarized what 
we have found most characteristic in the ohildren investigated. Many observations 
found in relevant literature in this field are confirmed in our material, some are not. 
It is hoped, however, that the present article brings further evidence of the fact 
the speech of children and, above all, their approach to the mother tongue they 
are mastering, progresses in accordance with the tendencies observed in the languages 
of the world in general. 

K O T A Z C E M L U V N l H O V t f V O J E U C E S K t f C H D E T l 

Cflem autorfiiny price je vyzkum mluvnflio vyvoje od prvnich detekycb. sluvek do doby, kdy 
deti zvladnou fonematickou strukturu sveho mateifskeho jazyka. Pfedlozena atudie je pak dflSfm 
ukolem tohoto vyzkumu a autorka v nl sleduje stav fonematickeho systemu u brnenskych deti 
v poslednim oddeleni jealf, tj. deti ve veku 2—3 roky. Hlavni pozornoat venuje predevsim temto 
otazkam: 1. trendu vyvoje ceskych fonemu a jejich funkdnimu vyuzfvani v detake fefii, 2. srovnani 
fonematickeho systemu dfitf se systemem spisovne 6e5tiny, 3. typiokym rysum detske feci ve 
vrstve fonemick6 v danem v^vojovem obdobi. 

Ve vokalismu konstatnje autorka, ie presto, ie zkoumane deti maji ve svem reperto&ru 
vSeohny ceske samohlasky, nejstabilnejpi a nej&asteji pouzivana je samohlaska. jaj, dale pak /»/ 
a /u/. FonetickA realizace tSchto tH vokalickyoh fonemn voelku odpovid4 poiadavkom spisovne 
normy. U stfedovych samohlasek /«/, /o/ pfistupuje k zaMadnim fonemum fada variant, ktere ne-
maji ve spisovne 6e5tinS ekvivalenty. Jde pfedevfiim o varianty otevfene a zavifen6 a varianty 
vice nebo mene labializovane. Jejich ezistenci u deti vysvStluje autorka jako dusledek nedosta-
tetnh zvladnute poziee etfedovi a nestabilnost gradualniho protikladu nizktflttfedovtfjvyaoh}, 
zatimoo binarni protiklad nizktf/vysokg )e u vSeoh zkonman^oh deti pomerne stabilni, stejnS jako 
protiklad pfednl/zodni. — Detsky vokalicky system obsahuje i dlouhe samohlasky ve stejnem 
repertoaru, jako system spisovne oeStiny. Ani jejich kvantita, ani kvalita vfiak neodpovfd& poia-
dovane nonne. Nestabilnost se projevuje predevsim v trvani dlouhych samohlasek. Folodlouhe, 
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dlouhe i nadmeme prodluzovane samohlasky kolisaji a protikladu krdtk^jdlouhy neni dosud vy-
uiivano funk&ne. Nezvladnuty zustavaji i realizace samohlaskovych spojeiri, jak dvojhlaskovyoh 
tak hiatiokyoh. 

VrepertMrusouhl4skovempakdospiv4autorkaktemtozAverum:Ze 6 zpusobu artikulace, 
na nichi jsou zaloieny fonologicke protiklady v konsonantickem gystemu spisovne oeitiny, 
uplatnuji zkoumane deti distinkoi pet, tj. zdvlrnost, nazdlnost, &iinovott, laterdhvost a polozdvlrovost, 
ktere jsou vyjadfeny v techto druzich konsonantu: ohluzivy-nazMy-jrikativy-laterdla^JTihity. 
Zatimco u prvnich dvou distinkoi lze povazovat vyvojovy prooes za skonceny, uiinovost, late-
ralnost a polozaverovost vykazuje dosud znafinou nestabilnost u vet&ny zkoumanych deti. 
Tjplne pak chybl distinkce vibrantnoet a jf odpovidaji oi konsonanty, vibranty (r) a (f). Z existujicich 
konsonantu nejvfitfii stabilitu a nejvy&si procento vyuiiti maji okluzivy, oralni i nazalni, nejmensi 
stabilitu a nejniisf procento vyuiiti pak laterala a afrikaty. 

U protikladu zaloienych na miste artikulace byla zjistena tato fakta: k realizaci konsonantic-
kych fonemu doohazi u d£ti v oblasti labidtnl, alveoldrrU, palatdini a velo-glotdlni, pfi cemi zpusob 
artikulace pak dokresluje dalii vymezenf mista v techto artikula&nich oblastech. Ve srovnani se 
spisovnou ceStinou jsou tedy u deti zastoupeny vseohny artikulacni oblasti; v nioh pak doohazi 
ke tvofeni techto konsonantu: bihbidl, alveoldr, palatal, velar a. laryngdly. Souhlasky pfedni 
pfevladaji nad zadnimi jak v dokonalosti fonetioke realizace, tak v distribuci. Niifii vyvojovy 
stnpefi frikativ a afrikat se projevuje take ve vetfii nebo mens! nepfesnosti co do artikulaoniho 
mista, zatimco u okluziv a nazal je toto v podstatd fixovano. 

Frotiklad znHogtjneznHost je dalSim relevantnim rysem ve spisovne ceitine. Presto, ie si deti 
tuto distinkoi zfejme uvedomuji a maji ve svem repertoaru zastoupeny zpravidla jak konsonant 
nexnEti/, tak jeho znSltf pdrovtf protijhk, souhlasky neznele jsou daleko stabilnejSi a jejich funkcni 
vyuiiti podstatne vyfiSf. 

Z toho, co bylo reoeno vyplyva, ze vetfiina autorcinych pozorovani je potvrzenim tezi, ktere 
pro vyvoj fonemu stanovil R. Jakobson. Osvojovani se deje na zakladl maximalnich kontrastu 
a jde od jednoducheho a bezpfiznakoveho k odstupnovanemu a pfiznakovemu, a to v Bouladu 
s obecnymi zakonitostmi jazykoveho vyvoje. Prvni stnpefi mluvniho vyvoje zacina vyd&lenlm 
konsonantu a vokdlu, tj. uplatnSni protikladu zavfentf/otevfentf, pfi cemi optimalnim konsonantem 
je /pi a optimalnim vokalem ja\. Odtud plyne casna stabilita a vysoke funkcni zatiieni techto 
fonemu v prvnich vyvojovych stadifch. Potvrzenim druheho protikladu, tj. ordlni/nazdlnl je pak 
stabilita i znacna frekvence nezal. — Vznik souhlasky tiiinovi predpoklada jii existenci ji odpo-
vidajici souhlasky zdvgrovi, afrikdta se pak objevuje teprve po ustaleni frikativy stejne fady. 
Odtud plyne stabilita okluziv, zatim co frikativy a zejmena afrikaty neodpovidaji poiadovane 
norme a jsou oasto subBtituovany okluzivami, v konsonantickych skupinach jsou pak — na ukor 
okluziv — vypouStdny. Jako posledni se fixuji ty protiklady, ktere jsou v jazycich mene beine. 
Tak napf. rodiieni likvid fl/—/r/ patfi k pozdeji osvojenym protikladum. Fakt, ze d8ti vysta&i 
v prvnich vfvojovych stadiich s realizaci jedine likvidy jlj je v souladu s faktem, ie spousta 
jazyku obsahuje pouze jedinou likvidu. Vibrantu /f/ si vetsinou deti osvojuji ai jako posledni 
z vyvojove fady, coi odpovida jeji vzaonosti v jazycich. — Stabilni je protiklad labidlnl/alveo-
Idrnl, ktery Jakobson fadi mezi prvnS osvojene konsonanticke protiklady. Protiklad pfednl/zadni 
jii zrejme pfedstavuje vySsf vyvojove stadium: nestabilnost palatal a velar, fluktuace mezi /(/ 
a jkj a [t, t, t] Bpolu s vysokou ptevahou konsonantu tvorenych v oblasti labiami a alveolarni 
sdgnializuje primarnost konsonantu pfednich. — Zakon maximalnich kontrastu je patrny take 
v postupnem osvojovani vokaJickych fonemu: zakladni nizkd samohlaska jaj vytvaff prvni voka-
licke protiklady s vyaokymi Bamohlaskami /»'/ a / M / , zatimco samohlasky atfedovi jej a joj se ustaluji 
pozdeji. 

Sledujeme-li prioritu jednotlivych faktu, je moino konstatovat, ie v feCi deti — stejne jako 
v jazycich obecne — rya bezpHznakovi) je primdrnl a ma v8t5i vyskytovou frekvenci nei jemu 
odpovidajioi fakt pfiznakovy. Ve vokalismu je vyraznym potvrzenim primarnosti i pfevahy faktu 
bezpfiznakoveho kolisani kvantity. Kraikd samohlaska se stabilizuje jako prvni, zatimco jeji dlouhtf 
protSjieic si ditfi — jako jev v jazyce mene bSiny — osvojuje teprve na urfiitem stupni jazykoveho 
vyvoje. V konsonantismu lze pak spatfovat primarnost i pfevahu faktu bezpfiznakoveho v casne 
stabilizaci a vysokem funkSnim vyuiiti konsonantu nezn&ltfch. 




